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CASESTUDY

REVISION3 RELIES ON NEXSAN SPEED  
& RELIABILITY FOR VIDEO PRODUCTION 
& BACKUP

CUSTOMER OVERVIEW
Revision3 has emerged as the leading Internet video network and has attracted top content 
creators, advertisers and distribution partners. Based in San Francisco, the company 
creates, produces and distributes more than 25 original, episodic and community driven 
programs including Diggnation, Tekzilla and Epic Meal Time. More than 25 million viewers 
watch current Revision3’s programming each month and the company is now ramping 
distribution through a network of partners spanning Web, mobile and over-the-top 
platforms.

BUSINESS SITUATION
The growing storage requirements of the fast-paced Revision3 video network, created a 
critical need for a more efficient storage solution. The company’s existing infrastructure relied 
on the Apple Xsan SAN file system and Revision3 needed a solution that would fit easily into 
this environment without overbuilding with features they didn’t need. Ultimately, Revision3 
required a storage solution that delivered reliability and high performance. However, features 
for ease-of-use and energy efficiency were also greatly desired.

Because Revision3 has a production environment where video is shot and recorded directly 
to SAN storage, downtime during a new product installation was not an option. The company 
also edits directly from their existing Xsan environment using Final Cut Pro, which required 
them to build out their storage solution within the existing environment. They sought a storage 
system that could fit seamlessly within their infrastructure, without an extensive overhaul to 
meet each of their challenges.

NEXSAN E-SERIES STORAGE SYSTEM
After extensive research, Revision3 discovered Nexsan and its E-Series storage systems. The 
Nexsan E60 storage system is an expandable, high density and high performance storage 
solution which offers direct support for Apple Xsan. Built on the Nexsan Flexible Storage 
PlatformTM, the E60 delivers the enterprise-class storage management features Revision3 was 
seeking with the scalability to extend the solution for future needs.
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Revision3 creates and produces 
all-original weekly and daily episodic 

community driven programs 
watched by a super committed, 

passionate fan base. These shows 
are 100% HD, and run from under a 

minute to close to an hour.

Pioneering Internet video network, Revision3, needed a new storage backbone 
for video production and backup.
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 “From all the SAN storage units that I saw, Nexsan was by far 
and away the best when it comes to the amount of data that 
could be packed into the amount of space that it offers.”

REID STEINER
DIRECTOR OF IT OPERATIONS, REVISION32

“The first thing that impressed me was all the work they put into the front end GUI. It was 
very easy for me to traverse the interface and figure out the best way to deploy it. The 
Nexsan offering also slotted directly into what I needed and wasn’t filled with features that 
I really couldn’t use in my current environment,” said Reid Steiner, director of IT operations, 
Revision3. “Compared to all of the SAN storage units we reviewed, Nexsan was also the best 
when it came to the amount of data that could be packed into the amount of space offered. It 
was by far the best value of any SAN I found, especially for our Xsan environment.”

Revision3 liked that the Nexsan E-Series features robust centralized storage management 
software for simplified deployment, management and support and offers a complete range 
of enterprise-class features including high density, high reliability, low power operation and 
small space consumption. The Nexsan E-Series also delivers an easy and quick out of the box 
experience by integrating reliable Nexsan storage hardware and E-Series intelligence.

Revision3 deployed two Nexsan E60 systems to support its seven full-time video editing 
bays. One is used for primary storage while the other is used as a backup system. Being a 
“green” business is important to Revision3. As a result, the company was pleased with the 
ability to greatly reduce the power consumption of the backup unit using the built-in energy 
efficient Nexsan AutoMAID® technology. With AutoMAID, Revision3 can conserve power and 
reduce cooling costs during non-critical hours. As soon as the first I/O request comes during 
business hours, AutoMAID spins up the disks drive for near instantaneous response and 
continues to operate at full speed until policy thresholds of inactivity are met.

The high density of the Nexsan E60 systems was also important to Revision3. The company’s 
environment needs to conserve as much space as possible and the E60 accomplished this by 
delivering 240TB in 4U of rack space.

RESULTS
Revision3 was able to rapidly install the Nexsan E60 systems into its existing Xsan 
environment without loss of business productivity. The intuitive GUI made deploying the E60 
storage systems fast and easy. Now, Revision3 benefits from the ongoing value of energy-
saving AutoMAID technology while achieving the reliability and high performance the Internet 
network desired for its primary and secondary storage objectives. “The E60 performance is 
impressive. I’m seeing blazing fast transfer rates off the E60s to the editing bay,” said Steiner.

ABOUT NEXSAN
Nexsan™ is a global leader in unified storage solutions that are focused on seamlessly and 
securely enabling a connected workforce. Its broad solution portfolio empowers enterprises 
to securely manage, protect and utilize valuable business data – while allowing users to sync, 
share and access files from any device, anywhere, anytime. www.nexsan.com.
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ENVIRONMENT 

• Up to 360TB of application data
• Two Nexsan E60 Storage Systems
• Apple Xsan File System
• Final Cut Pro video editing software

SOLUTION 

• 240TB in 4U
• Energy efficient
• High performance
• Active DrawerTM technology for easy 

servicing without interrupting business 
continuity

NEXSAN DELIVERS 

• High Availability – Configurable for no  
single point-of-failure between servers  
and the storage system, or within the 
storage system

• Active/Active Controllers – Dual controllers 
each service storage requests, delivering 
twice the performance of active/ passive 
architectures

• Mix SAS, SATA and SSD Drives –  
Flexibility to optimize for cost, capacity  
and performance to meet the needs of 
varying applications

• AutoMAID Technology – Achieves up 
to 85% reduction in power consumption 
without performance compromise

• Flexible Integration – iSCSI and FC host 
ports can be utilized as well as SAS to host
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